Let P = {p i |i = 1, 2, . . . , n} be a set of n elements with partial order defined as follows: p i ≤ p j if and only if i divides j. Assume real numbers are assigned to all members of P in an order preserving manner, this results in a set A of n real numbers. Given an unknown x ∈ R, we want to determine whether x is belong to A or not, by comparing x with as few elements of A as possible. We present two kinds of algorithms searching on A, in which binary search and searching on two-chain [2] are involved, respectively. Also, we provide a method to obtain lower bounds on the number of necessary comparisons in the worst case.
Introduction
Suppose P is a partially ordered set. A storage function [2] s on P is a injection from P to the set of real numbers R, satisfying 1. s(p) = s(q) if p = q, 2. s(p) < s(q) if p < q, for all p, q ∈ P .
Let P = {p i |i = 1, 2, . . . , n} be the poset set with p i ≤ p j if and only if i divides j. A storage function s on P can be regarded as a set A = {a i |i = 1, 2, ..., n} of n real numbers, with the property that if i divides j then a i ≤ a j . Given an unknown input real number x, we want to find out whether x belongs to A or not, by making a series of tests about the relation between x and certain a i ∈ A, getting back answers <,=, or >. The choice of i can depend on the outcomes of all previous tests, and our aim is to make as few comparisons as possible. We will investigate efficient search algorithms on A, and the lower bounds on the number of necessary comparisons in the worst case. Our main result is Theorem 1.1 Let n = |A|, and let f (n) denote the number of necessary comparisons in the worst case, then f (n) n lies in the interval [ The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we give a lower bound 3n 4
and present a simple search algorithm using binary search method, with complexity asymptotic to cn, where c ≈ 0.81 is a constant. In Section 3 we describe our main search algorithm with complexity 55n 72 + O(ln 2 n) (≈ 0.7638n for large n), in which the techniques from searching on two-chain are involved. In Section 4 we construct a set of answer rules and introduce the definition of out-independent element to prove that In this section ln x denotes log 2 x and ⌊x⌋ denotes floor function(i.e. ⌊x⌋ is an integer that x − 1 < ⌊x⌋ ≤ x). Firstly, it's easy to see that the searching complexity is at least 3 4 · n. Focus on the set A ′ = {a i ∈ A|i ≤ n < i · 4}. Given an element x, if any test on elements a i (i · 2 ≤ n) get the answer that a i < x, and any test on element a i (i · 2 > n) get the answer that a i > x. Then test on each element in A ′ is needed to decide whether a ∈ A ′ , thus 3 4 · n tests needed.
A Lower Bound

A Simple Searching Algorithm.
Next we will show that a searching algorithm exists with complexity cn + O(ln n · ln ln n).
(where c = t=0,1,...
.., ⌊(n + 1)/2⌋ Then we can look on each A i as a linear ordered set, with binary search the searching complexity of A i is ⌊ln |A i |⌋ + 1. The algorithm is searching A 1 , A 2 , . . . orderly with binary search algorithm, it's complexity
clearly 1 ≤ |A i | ≤ ⌊ln n⌋ + 1, the number of sets A i 's has exactly k elements is less than n/2 k+1 + 1, So
Thus when n > 2 there exists constant c ′ that
where c = t=0,1,...
In this section we present a searching algorithm with complexity 55n 72 + O(ln 2 n). It's similar with the one above, only expands an element to a 2-dimension layer but a line, by taking prime 3 in account. We divide A into small sets A i 's, each A i is part of a two-chain and search these sets one by one. Now let's express it exactly.
A
Clearly T C can be thought of as an m · n matrix with c (i,j) at it's ith row and jth column.
Lemma 3.1 Give x ,The searching complexity on an m · n two-chain Φ(m, n) ≤ m + n − 1.
Proof:
We present an algorithm M with complexity m + n − 1. Compare x with the upper right-hand element c 1n , either the first row or the right-most column will be eliminated depending on whether x > c 1n or x < c 1n . By repeating this we obtain an algorithm requiring at most m + n − 1 steps. So Φ(m, n) ≤ m + n − 1.
See [2] for more about searching problem on two-chains, three-chains and higher dimensional chains.
Let C = {i|i = 6 · t + 1 or i = 6 · t + 5, t = 0, 1, 2, ... i.e. i does not have factor 2 or 3}. For each element a i ∈ A if i ∈ C then expand a i as possible as one can do to A i , a subset of A, s.t. A i is part of a two-chain with it's (s, k)th element a i·2 k ·3 s , (i.e. A i = {a i·2 k ·3 s |k, s = 0, 1, 2, . . . and i · 2 k · 3 s ≤ n}).
For instance if n = 15, we have A 1 , A 5 , A 7 , A 11 , A 13 . They are A 7 = 7 14 A 11 = 11 A 13 = 13
It is easy to see that all these A i 's will cover A exactly without intersection. Define the column function col(A i ) to be the biggest k that i · 2 k−1 ∈ A i , row function row(A i ) to be the biggest s that i · 3 s−1 ∈ A i . Denote Φ(A i ) the searching complexity on A i . From lemma 3.1 we can easily get that
Now describe Algorithm B 
Thus the complexity of B
Clearly the number of A i with col(A i ) = k is less than n 3·2 k +1, because i·2 k−1 ≤ n ,i·2 k > n; and in a sequence of successive natural numbers, there are 1/3 of them belong to C. Likewise the number of A i with row(A i ) = s is less than
where c 1 and c 2 are constants. Thus there exists constant C > 0 that
This result may make us disappointed because (1) the inequality may not always equal(actually only in four cases it equals, this will be proved later), so we can make some improvement on B.
A
55n 72
Notice all A i 's have exactly four elements. They must have the form that
Where i · 4 ≤ n, i · 6 > n and i ∈ C. For these A i 's Φ(A i ) = 3 because we can compare x with a i·2 first, then eliminate an extra element either a i or a i·4 depending on whether x > a i·2 or x < a i·2 . Then only two elements left.
But notice that row(A i ) + col(A i ) − 1 = 4. So with these A i 's we can use this searching method instead of M.
The biggest subscript i · 4 exits thus i · 4 ≤ n, i · 6 > n because the next element to expand A i is a i·6 . And in a sequence of successive natural numbers, there are 1/3 of them belong to C. So the number of these kind of A i 's is n · (1/4 − 1/6) · 1/3 = n/36. The searching number can be reduced by n/36.
Next we will see we can make this reduction in almost all the cases.
First prove some claims. Proof. Otherwise at least one of the two forms below exists.
According to the definition of A i , the form left does not exist because element a k·2 next to a k should in it; the form right does not exist because element a k·6 next to a k·3 should in it. 
But it does not exist because element a k·8 next to a k·4 should in it. Now let's prove Lemma 3.2. Proof. Easy to see the form of A i is decided by |A i |. Searching x in an A i with m rows and n columns(where |A i | / ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}). We present a searching algorithm M' with complexity m + n − 2. There are two cases.
1. The first row has two more elements then the second row. Since
If x < a k·2 then a k·2 and a k·4 will be eliminated and left a part of an m · (n − 2) two-chain. It can be searched in m + (n − 2) − 1 steps with algorithm M, so the total tests needed is m + n − 2. If x > a k·2 then all elements in the first row except a k·4 will be eliminated. Then test a k·4 and eliminate it, left a part of an (m − 1) · (n − 2) two-chain. It can be searched in (m − 1) + (n − 2) − 1 steps with algorithm M, so the total tests needed is m + n − 2.
2. The first row has one more element then the second row. Since |A i | ≥ 4, and from the table below we can see |A i | = 4, 6, 7 belong to the first case,
when |A i ≥ 8| from the two claims above it must have the form below
Test a k·4 first. If x < a k·2 then the right-most two columns will be eliminated and left a part of an m · (n − 2) two-chain. It can be searched in m + (n − 2) − 1 steps with algorithm M, so the total tests needed is m + n − 2. If x > a k·2 then all elements in the first row except a k·8 will be eliminated. Then test a k·8 and eliminate it, the left part turns out to be in the first case and can be searched within (m − 1) + (n − 1) − 2 steps, so the total tests needed is m + n − 2.
We can improve algorithm B with algorithm M'.
Algorithm B'
Now describe Algorithm B'
Let's calculate R, the number of tests can be reduce from B by using algorithm B'. Obviously R equals to the number of A i 's that |A i | / ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}. The total number of A i 's is at least |C ∩ {1, 2, ..., n}| = (n − 1)/3. And the number of A i 's that |A i | ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5} is less than
So R > (n − 1)/3 − 19n/72 − 4 = 5n/72 − 13/3. Thus for n big enough the complexity of Algorithm B'
4 A Lower Bound
It's already known the searching complexity of divide-partial set has a low bound 3n/4, next will show that the lower bound can be improved. First present an improvement n 432 . Given x, search x in A. First let's review the simple answer rule to guarantee at least 3n/4 comparisons needed.
Answer Rule 1:
In searching algorithm B', A has been divided into small set A i 's, each A i is comprised of rows. We pick 3n/4 elements from the rows like this: if a row has only one element, pick this element; if it has at least two elements, pick the last two. Totally 3n/4 elements picked form a set A ′ = {a i ∈ A|n/4 < i ≤ n}. Following answer rule 1, easy to see comparison with each element in A ′ is needed to decide whether x equals to it. Next we will try to improve answer rule 1 to a set of more effective answer rules, guarantee more comparisons needed.
The Main Idea.
The intuitive idea is, if pick more elements from each row(from end to begin) of A i 's, can we guarantee that more than 3n/4 comparisons needed? Picking three elements in a row make no difference, because all the elements in a row are ordered, and two comparisons are sufficient for three ordered elements. Since three comparisons are necessary for four ordered elements, so at least four elements needed to pick in some rows.
Thus we pick elements like this: if a row has not more than four elements, pick all the elements; if it has more than four elements pick the last four. These elements form a set U = {a i ∈ A|n/16 < i ≤ n}. We only focus on set U . If compare x with an element a i / ∈ U than answer a i < x, this makes no difference to any element belongs to U that whether it needs to be compared with x.
The scheme seems helpful but obviously other problems arise. For instance compare x with a i if answer x < a i , then all elements a k 's that k can be divided by i must bigger than x thus will be eliminated, we say these elements are cut by a i , likewise if answer x > a i , then all elements a k 's that k can divide i will be cut by a i . An element may cut not only the picked elements in the same row, but also in other rows even in other layers, (we call each A i a layer ). So if an element can be cut by elements picked in other row, the element will not be helpful to guarantee the number of comparisons. The elements can not be cut by any picked element in other rows(following some answer rule) are more helpful. We call this kind of element outindependent element (we call it "out-independent" because it possibly be cut by only elements in the same row). We will show that following answer rule 2 described next, out-independent elements in U are sufficient and guarantee more than 3n/4 comparisons needed.
Unit, Special-Unit.
To express clearly, first introduce some definition. A has been divided into small set A i 's (layers), each A i is comprised of rows.
Definition 4.1 unit: There is exactly a unit in each row. If a row has at least four elements, the last four elements form a unit. Else all elements in the row form a unit. A unit with one, two, three or four elements is called 1-unit, 2-unit, 3-unit or 4-unit respectively.
Next we will define an important kind of units special-units. These units guarantee more than 3n/4 comparisons needed.
Definition 4.2 special-unit: A unit called special-unit if it is a 4-unit in an A i , where
Since the form of A i is decided by |A i |, so all layers contain special-unit must have form (6) , and each has only one special-unit {a i·2 , a i·4 , a i·8 , a i·16 } in the first row (here only list the subscripts). 
A unit who is not a special-unit is called common-unit. All 1-units, 2-units and 3-units are common-units, most 4-units are common-units.
Special-units are important because we will prove later: Following answer rule 2, each special-unit can increase the needed comparisons by one from 3n/4 (common-units do no help for increment but will not reduce the number of needed comparisons).
Answer Rule 2.
We
Answer Rules of common-units.
First introduce the meaning of some notation.
In the above unit, if test a i , answer a i < x. Then a i will be eliminated, we say that a i cut itself; if test a i·2 , answer a i·2 > x, then a i·2 and a i·4 will be eliminated, we say that a i·2 cut element a i·2 and a i·4 ; if test a i·4 , also answer a i·4 > x, a i·4 will be eliminated, and we say that a i·4 cut itself (certainly an element may also cut elements in other units).
In common-unit, The corner on the left-up or right-bottom of the subscript indicates the element a i will cut to right-bottom or left-up (i.e. answer x < a i or x > a i ). The parenthesis mark out a i·4 means that a i·4 is not an out-independent element(this will be explained later).
The answer rules of all common-units are showed in the list below. The notation "•" means there may be an element or not. A row (column) of "•" means there may be a row (column) of elements or not, or more rows (columns).
1-unit:
Answer rule of 1-units:
2-unit:
Answer rule of 2-units:
3-unit:
The answer rule of a 3-unit depends on the next row under it has whether one element or two. We call them 1st-3-unit and 2nd-3-unit.
Answer rule of 1st-3-unit:
Answer rule of 2nd-3-unit:
common-4-unit:. If a 4-unit is not special-unit then it's a common-4-unit, it's answer rule is:
Answer Rules of Special-Unit.
The answer rule of a special-unit is anti-binary-search scheme, requiring at least three tests to decide whether x belongs to the unit.
Anti-Binary-Search Scheme:
If test an elements in a special-unit, {i · 2, i · 4, i · 8, i · 16}. If a i·2 is the first element be tested in this unit, answer smaller then x, a i·2 will cut itself and the left three elements follow the rule {i · 4 , i · 8, i · 16} to answer when test on them. If a i·4 is the first element be tested in this unit, answer smaller than x, a i·4 will cut a i·2 and a i·4 and the left two elements follow the rule {i · 8 , i · 16} to answer when test on them.
Symmetrically, if a i·16 is the first element be tested in this unit, answer bigger then x, a i·16 will cut itself and the left three elements follow the rule {i · 2 , i · 4 , i · 8} to answer when test on them. If a i·8 is the first element be tested in this unit, answer bigger than x, a i·8 will cut a i·8 and a i·16 , the left two elements follow the rule {i · 2 , i · 4} to answer when test on them.
Thus in a special-unit. The first element always cut to left-up, The fourth element always cut to right-bottom, the second and third element can both cut to left-up or right-bottom.
We denote answer rule of special-unit like {i · 2 , i · 4 , i · 8 , i · 16}. Notice that this is not a strict expression because actually only three cases exist:
Answer rule of special-unit:
4.4 Out-Independent Element.
Definition 4.3 An element e called an out-independent element under a set of answer rules, if e belongs to a unit, and any element in other units can not cut e under the answer rule.
According to the list of answer rule 2, we focus on a set E formed by all elements in special-units and elements in common-units that not in parenthesis of the list of answer rule 2. That is E={e|e is in a 1-unit,2-unit or special-unit; or e is in a 1st-3-unit and it's not the last one; or e is in a 2nd-3-unit and it's not the first one; or e is the second or third element in a common-4-unit}.
Lemma 4.1 All elements belong to E are out-independent elements (under answer rule 2).
First prove a claim that will be useful. 
Proof. If subscript in different layers
, where i 1 = i 2 . Since 2, 3 ∤ i 2 , it must have k 1 ≤ k 2 and s 1 ≤ s 2 . i 1 is relative prime to 2 and 3, so i 1 |i 2 . They are in different layers so i 1 = i 2 , and since i 2 is relative prime to 2 and 3, the quotient of i 1 divides i 2 q ′ has prime factoring q ′ = q Assume a i 1 (belongs to a unit)cut an element a i 2 ∈ E in other units. According to the list of answer rule 2, easy to see a i 1 and a i 2 can not be in the same layer. Here only give three instances to show it is impossible:
• a i 1 is the first element of a 2-unit. It cut to left-up {a i 1 , •}. Obvious a i 2 is above a i 1 , and can only in the next row above a i 1 (otherwise the row has at least 5 elements). The above row of this 2-unit has 3 or 4 elements. If has 3 elements, it is a 2nd-3-unit and it's first element doesn't belong to E. If has 4 elements, it is a common-4-unit and it's first element also doesn't belong to E.
• a i 1 is the second element of a 2nd-3-unit. It cut to left-up {•, a i 1 , •}. Since the row below a i 1 has two elements so the row above it r ′ must have 5 elements. Then a i 2 can only in the row right above a i 1 . Since the bottom row has two elements not one. It differs from form (13) so the 4-unit of r ′ is not special-unit and it's first element doesn't belong to E.
• a i 1 is the third element of a common-4-unit u ′ . It cut to right-bottom {•, •, a i 1 , •}. a i 2 must be the element right below a i 1 . Let r ′ be the row right below the row contains a i 1 .
If r ′ has at least four elements, then a i 2 must be the last element of a common-4-unit, so a i 2 / ∈ E. If r ′ has exactly three elements, then a i 2 can only be the third element of r ′ . Since r ′ has one element less than the row contains u ′ (actually it's just u ′ ), so the row right below r ′ can have only one element so r ′ is a 1st-3-uint. Thus it's third element
If a i 1 and a i 2 are in different layers. There are six cases: 
all exist in the row contains a i 2 . So a i 2 can not be in a unit. It contradicts.
5. If a i 1 is the end-to-begin second element of a unit(i 1 ·2 ≤ n) and cut to left-up
all exist in the row contains a i 2 . So if a i 2 ∈ E a i 2 can only be a first element of a special-unit. From (13), the form of A i contains special-unit, note that (i · 2) · 9 doesn't exist so (i · 2) · 9 > n. Thus i 2 · 9 > n (here i 2 is equivalent to i · 2). This contradicts with i 2 · 10 ≤ n. So a i 1 can not cut any element belongs to E.
6. If a i 1 is an end-to-begin third element of a unit and cut to right-bottom. So a i 1 can only be the second element in a special-unit {• , a i 1 , •, •}. From (13), the form of A i contains special-unit, note that i · 18 doesn't exist so i · 18 > n.
Thus lemma 4.1 proved.
A Lower Bound
If an element e belongs to E hasn't been cut after a sequence of tests σ, we can't decide whether e is x or not. Because both the two assignments to A below are compatible with the answers (under answer rule 2) and the divide-partial order. Assignment 1.
2. If a i belongs to common-units and a i = e. Under answer rule 2 it cut to a unique direction. Assign a i = x − 1 if it cut to left-up; assign a i = x + 1 if it cut to right-bottom.
3. If a i belongs to a special-unit u ′ and a i = e. If e ∈ u ′ then assign a i = x − 1 if a i is before e; assign a i = Proof. Assignment 1 has the property that, if a i has been tested in σ and answered a i > x (cut to right-bottom), a i must be assigned x + 1; if a i has been tested and answered a i < x (cut to left-up), a i must be assigned x − 1. So it's compatible with the answers.
As to the partial-order, since Assignment 1 also has the property that if a i is assigned x − 1 then a i can cut to left-up under answer rule 2; if assigned x + 1 then a i can cut to right-bottom.
Let e = a j = x. If an element a i assigned x − 1 and j|i. Since a i can cut to left-up so a i can cut a j . Because a j is an out-independent element, so a i can only be in the same unit with a j . But from assignment 1 we can see this can not happen. Similarly there is not an element a i assigned x + 1 and i|j. So there will not be incompatibility between e = x and other elements in A.
If there exist i and j such that a i = x − 1, a j = x + 1 and j|i. Since a j = x + 1 then a j must belong to some unit. And from j|i we can get a i also must belong to some unit. From assignment 1, it must have that a i can cut to left-up, a j can cut to right-bottom. Since j|i, a j can cut a i , from answer rule 2 we can obtain that a j and a i must be the second and third element of a same special-unit. But from assignment 1 we can see this can not happen.
From lemma 4.2, all elements in E should be cut for the conclusion that x / ∈ A. From lemma 4.1 and answer rule 2, each out-independent element in common-units should be tested to decide whether it is x (cut itself). For each special-unit, three tests on it needed to cut all it's four elements. The lower bound 3n 4 will not be reduced by common-units, and each special-unit increase the lower bound by one.
The number of special-units is n · (1/16 − 1/18) · 1/3 = n/432. It may have an error by a small constant (loosely evaluate less than 2) because of "boundary effect". So we get a new lower bound:
As a corollary from the proof of lemma 4.1, we have Corollary 4.1 If n=16, 13 comparisons are necessary (also sufficient) to search A.
An Improved Lower Bound
In this section, we describe a set of improved answer rules answer rule 2' from answer rule 2. The idea is basically same. Under answer rule 2', more special-units and out-independent elements exist.
More Special-Units.
Now we will have three kinds of special-units.
Definition 5.1 1st-special-unit: A unit called a 1st-special-unit if it has the properties below:
1. It is a 4-unit in the first row r ′ of an A i .
2. the A i with |A i | = 9 and 5 ∤ i.
1st-special-unit is just the special-unit defined in definition 4.2 with a little modification. All layers contain 1st-special-unit must have form (14), and each has only one special-unit {a i·2 , a i·4 , a i·8 , a i·16 } in the first row. (i · 16 ≤ n < i · 18 and 2 ∤ i,
Definition 5.2 2nd-special-unit: A unit called a 2nd-special-unit if it has the properties below:
2. r ′ has at least six elements and has two more elements than A i 's second row.
3. the A i with 5 ∤ i.
The A i contains a 2nd-special-unit has form below and it's 2nd-special-unit is {a i·4 , a i·8 , a i·16 , a i·32 } in the first row. The notation "•" has the same meaning as before. (i · 32 ≤ n < i · 48 and
Definition 5.3 3rd-special-unit: A unit u ′ in row r ′ called a 3rd-special-unit if it has the properties below:
1. It is a 4-unit.
2. The subscript of it's first element can be divided by 36 (i.e. there are at least two rows and two columns before the first element of u ′ ). But the subscript can not be divided by 5.
3. The row right above r ′ has two more elements than r ′ ; the row right below r ′ has two less elements than r ′ .
The A i contains a 3rd-special-unit has form below and it's 3rd-special-unit is {a i·3 , a i·6 , a i·12 , a i·24 }. The symbol "•" means there must be an element (notice A i has the property that there are not three successive 2-growths of the length). (i · 32 ≤ n < i · 36 and 3|i, 4|i, 5 ∤ i).
(b) a i 1 is the third element of a special-unit. From the definition and claim 5.1 we know 5 ∤ i 1 and i 2 · 7 ≤ i 1 . Thus i 2 · 14 ≤ i 1 · 2 ≤ n. But from claim 5.2 we know i 2 · 12 > n. It contradicts.
2. If a i 1 is an end-to-begin third element of a unit and cut to right-bottom. So a i 1 can only be the second element in a special-unit {• , a i 1 , •, •}. From the proof to lemma 4.1, we know a i 1 can not be in a 1st-special-unit otherwise i 1 · 5 > n. So a i 1 can only be the second element in a 2nd-special-unit or 3rd-special-unit (so 8|i 1 ). From claim 5.2 and the definition of 2nd-special-unit and 3rd-special-unit we know i 1 · 6 > n. The only case exists is i 2 = i 1 · 5 (so i 2 · 2 > n). Thus a i 2 can only be the last element of a unit. Since 8|i 1 , also 8|i 2 , then a i 2 /2 ,a i 2 /4 ,a i 2 /8 all exist. If a i 2 ∈ E ′ then a i 2 can only be the last element of a special-unit, so 5 ∤ i 2 . But this contradicts with i 2 = i 1 · 5.
Thus lemma 5.1 proved.
Similarly if an element e belongs to E ′ hasn't been cut after a sequence of tests (under answer rule 2'). We have Lemma 5.2 Both the assignment 1 and assignment 2 to A are compatible with the answers (under answer rule 2') and the divide-partial order.
An Improved Lower Bound.
Let N 1st , N 2nd , N 3rd be the number of 1st-special-units, 2nd-special-units, 3rd-special-units. 
Discussions and Open Problems
For fixed n, let f (n) denote the number of necessary comparisons in the worst case. It's not known that whether f (n)/n has a limit value as n approaches infinity. If the value lim n→∞ f (n)/n exists, then it's known to be between 0.7578 . . . and 55 72 = 0.7638 . . ., the gap now is 0.0060 . . .. It seems a more complicated problem to calculate this limit value, or, to prove that as n approaches infinity the sequence f (n)/n is not convergent.
More effective methods searching A i are essential to improve algorithm B'. The problem searching an m × n two-chain is equivalent to merging two sorted lists v 1 < v 2 < . . . < v m and w 1 < w 2 < . . . < w n into a single sorted one, and so their complexities are equal [2] . There are good bounds on merging two sorted lists when the proportion of their lengths is log 2 3 [1] , and it seems hard to improve the number of comparisons (m + n − 1). However, A i is only part of a two-chain, and it's approximately triangular. Now the relation between two-chain and A i on searching complexities is unknown, and more efficient searching methods on A i haven't been found.
